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本社  〒556-0021 大阪市浪速区幸町1-2-12
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TAP (based upon  
         Italian standard)C-405-2

Specifications

36 mm 24 TPI
Applicable 
bottom bracket

Material

Weight 80 g

SKHG high 
speed steel)

This tap is for replacing the  
provided tap of the C-405 when 
processing bottom brackets which 
use Italian standard threads (36 
mm 24 TPI). Do not use for any 
other purpose. 

Precautions

 Caution

1. Be careful in handling, since this is a precision cutting tool. Do not  
   drop or throw down. This could damage this tap.
2. Do not use when cracks, breaks, excessive wear or deformation  
    is found on this tap.

Refer to [Operation] of C-405’s 
instruction manual.

Refer to [Preparation] of C-405’s 
instruction manual.

Installing onto C-405 Operation

Without using a wrench, tighten the 
tap set nut with you hand. Overdo 
could damage the tap.

Caution

Be careful in turning direction. Unlike 
JIS size, turn the both of left and 
right tap drivers clockwise, to the 
operator, for Italian standard. 

Caution

Daily care

Remove the cut scrap from taps after use. Store avoiding shocks.

Lubricate periodically with an oiled cloth to prevent rusting. 

INSTRUCTION MANUAL

1-2-12 Saiwaicho, Naniwa-ku, Osaka 556-0021, Japan

https://www.hozan.co.jp/cycle_e/ E-mail：th@hozan.co.jp
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